(MK577)
Senior Recruitment Consultant – Construction - New York, USA - $60000 - 80000 +
commission
Senior Recruitment Consultant – Construction
Based in New York, you will be responsible for developing a new division focusing on senior level placements
with large construction companies across the US.
They are:
Founded July 2010
Offices in Sydney, Hong Kong, Dubai, London and New York
They focus solely on providing services to Property and Construction clients
Have amassed a collection of driven recruitment specialists who focus on mid to senior level placements
They’ve built an office network that expertly services their clients and candidates on a global level focused on
enriching people’s careers
Are true to their values and hiring people who are capable of living them
Believe in creating a culture of performance, profitability, reward and most importantly, enjoyment
Their transparency and market knowledge help represent both candidates and clients best interests
Continually emphasize the significance of long term relationships
They are willing to be held to account and take responsibility, to be answerable
Will go above and beyond to exceed
Look for consultants who possess drive and ambition
Offer a strong company culture based on collaboration, energy and enjoyment
Reward initiative and hard work
They can offer you:
Established Brand in Construction and Property recruitment globally
A new office in New York
Time and support to build a desk
High performing team
Adult environment
No KPI’s
Strong leaders/Industry knowledge
Outstanding commission structure including quarterly and annual bonus
Relocation assistance and sponsorship

You need:
24 months plus recruitment experience in any white-collar construction discipline working with contractors and
consultancies
A degree
High level of drive and ambition
Autonomous attitude to work
Consultative approach
Strong work ethic
A highly collaborative and team orientated approach
Excellent communication skills
A track record of financial delivery against targets
High level of integrity
Commitment to quality
A professional approach to recruitment

Do you want to work relocate to New York? Do you have a strong understanding of construction and recruiting at
a senior level in the sector and want to establish yourself in another country and build your own division?
Right for you? Just want to know more? Contact me or send your CV.

mike@gsr2r.com
02038891672

